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For Immediate Release 

Midwest Sport Aviation, LLC is Named Worldwide 

Distributor for FlightMaster Aviation GPS software 

 

Richland Center, WI – Dec 23, 2008 - Midwest Sport 

Aviation, LLC is very pleased to be named the 

exclusive Worldwide distributor for FlightMaster 

Aviation GPS Software that works on PalmOS based 

devices such as Palm TX, Treo phones, and Palm 

Centro phones.  As a result of this agreement, the 

AeroPalm brand we have been marketing for 2 years 

now will be discontinued.  We will continue to support existing AeroPalm customers and will provide a free 

migration for those wanting to switch to FlightMaster.  All future updates will be going into FlightMaster and our 

existing  customers will benefit by switching to Flightmaster because they will be able to go to Jeppesen and  

purchase updates to NavData as needed.   

 

We are very happy that FlightMaster now has an agreement with Jeppesen to add  Jeppesen 

NavData support to FlightMaster.  During the period of time that we were promoting 

AeroPalm,  it has become clear to the developer of FlightMaster that we were supporting 

AeroPalm well and that there would be value for him if we were supporting FlightMaster so 

that all the efforts could be placed into making FlightMaster available on more handheld 

devices.   The developer  has expressed that he felt we should both focus on FlightMaster and discontinue the 

AeroPalm brand.  We agreed to this and as a result Midwest Sport Aviation, LLC is the exclusive worldwide 

distributor for FlightMaster.  This agreement will enable development to focus on making FlightMaster better 

while Midwest Sport Aviation, LLC will be focusing on the marketing.    

 
Here is a brief  list of the features of FlightMaster; 
 

* Terrain & conflict display  * Four configurable maps 
* Four configurable timers  * Voice commands 
* HSI    * Attitude approximator 
* Waypoint search   * Vertical navigation 
* Omni-bearing selector  * Track log 
* Obstacle warnings  * Turn anticipation 
* Auto leg-advance   * Night mode 
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If you have a Palm PDA like the Palm TX, Tungsten E2, Treo phone, or Centro phone, please check this aviation 

GPS out.  Aviation experts agree that with many pilots utilizing GPS devices for navigation, a backup GPS can 

keep you going without added stress in the event that a primary GPS unit were to fail.  A complete ready to fly 

aviation gps based on a Palm TX may be purchased ready to fly for under $450.  The software is available for 

$149.00 including the initial aviation database from Jeppesen. 

 
More information is available about Flightmaster at the website  http://www.FlightMaster.aero or you may email 
us at info@FlightMaster.aero.   

Midwest Sport Aviation, LLC, who is based at the Richland Center Airport (93C) in Richland Center 

Wisconsin, was founded to market products and solutions around the needs of sport pilots. Inquiries 

about FlightMaster or the Cheetah XLS, a kit aircraft that may be flown by a sport pilot should be 

directed to www.MWSportAviation.com or you may call Midwest Sport Aviation, LLC at (608) 467-

0233.   

High Resolution Photos and a word document is available for your convenience and is located at 

http://www.MWSportAviation.com/press/FlightMaster1.zip 
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